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IT Recovery

Quickly recover your critical systems and data

IT Recovery Solution
Hosted service to help you quickly
recover your key servers and data
after a site disaster, and remotely
access them in a secure virtual
environment.
State-of-the-art technology and a
team of experts that prepare you
for and guide you through the entire
recovery process.

Disaster Recovery Planning is the factor that makes the critical
difference between organizations that can successfully manage crises
with minimal cost and effort and maximum speed, and those that are
left picking up the pieces for untold lengths of time and at whatever cost
providers decide to charge.
IT Recovery helps you where data, software or hardware have been
damaged or lost. We guarantee your recovery times with our different
SLA (« Service Level Agreements ») and assist you with our DR specialists
in the execution of your DR process.
You get the same high level of security as with ServerProtect for online
backup & restores, satisfying your industry’s specific requirements for
regulatory compliance. We supply and maintain your DR site, with less
service costs than collocation or dedicated hardware and resources.
You maintain full control of your data and get our expert guidance as
part of the service.
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At a glance :
Complete
system
snapshot,
restored on demand in Labgroup’s
Cloud environment, accessed from
Labgroup’s DR premises or securely
via the Internet.

Key Benefits
Single solution for both
standard data protect and
disaster recovery service
Protection for wide Server
platforms
Top tier Data Centre environment
Secure, remote access to
recovered systems via VPN
SSL
Experienced team of DR
specialists at your service.
Over 17 years of experience
in providing DR services

Labgroup’s Disaster Recovery activities date back to 2001 and since then have
grown substantially. We are able to provide in addition the following client services:
Dedicated Server Rack - Multiple server hosting service per Client. (PSF, financial
customers)
Shared Server Rack - Individual servers hosted in shared rack environment (non
PSF customers)
Dedicated or Shared Disaster Recovery Positions
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With our solutions, you protect your critical data and achieve your goals in terms of
recovery. Labgroup, a complete solution for Business Continuity within the guidelines
of the standard ISO_IEC_27031 “for setting state of communication technologies and
information for business continuity“
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As an extension to our ServerProtect
Solution, IT Recovery delivers
a single, integrated solution for
standard data protection and
compliant disaster recovery.

Labgroup’s Disaster Recovery service is built on a rock-solid
technology platform and leverages state-of-the-art Data Centre
facilities to host and protect your critical data. The facilities feature
a virtualization platform that provides best-in-class redundancy
and performance, high availability and superior storage efficiency
to dramatically reduce the cost of achieving a disaster recovery
environment.
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Top tier facilities that protect your
data, giving you quick access to
the systems required to keep your
operations running after a disaster.

